A slim majority of likely Latino voters in Florida support President Donald Trump over Democratic nominee Joe Biden, new polling shows.

The poll, conducted by NBC News/Marist from October 25 to 27, shows 52 percent of Florida Latinos supporting Trump, while just 48 percent back the former vice president. But overall, Biden appears to have a slight edge over the president in Florida, with a lead of 4 percentage points.

Biden is backed by 51 percent of likely voters in the key swing state, compared with 47 percent who support Trump. Notably, that's an improvement from when the same survey was carried out in September. At that time, the Republican and Democratic candidates were tied, each with the backing of 46 percent of Florida's likely voters.
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- Joe Biden Holds His Lead In Three Key Battleground States: Poll
- Trump Mandates: Biden Votes Just As Much As The Democratic Donor: Poll
- Trump Told A Biden In North Carolina, A Must Win State For GOP Since 1954
- Here's How Many Americans Have Already Voted In Battleground States

Nationally, Biden leads Trump by a significant margin among Latino voters, according to polling conducted by the Pew Research Center from September 30 to October. That survey showed 53 percent of Latino voters supporting the Democrat, while just 47 percent backed Trump. Latino women were more likely to support Biden (57 percent), but the Democrat also had the backing of a majority of Latino men (48 percent).
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Are the National Guard being overdeployed for the inauguration?

- Yes
- I don't know